
NEW ADDITIONS
FOR 2020

Ando, Ben and Kinsella, Nick  Beyond the Call of Duty (“Previously untold real
life stories of Britain's bravest police officers, also revealing an insider's view of the
culture, training and techniques of the police”)
Candlish, Louise Those People - see below
Clark, Andrew Gosforth Remembered
Diamond, Katerina The Woman in the Water (“ A woman’s body is found
submerged in icy water, and police are shocked to find she is alive. But she won’t
disclose her name, or what happened to her.”)
Follett, Ken Lie Down With Lions (“A deadly romance - a fight for freedom”)
Furnival, Kate The Survivors - see below
Hannah, Mari Death Messenger (“A mysterious DVD is delivered to Northumbria
Police Headquarters, with disturbing content.”)
Horowitz, Anthony The Word is Murder (“She planned her own funeral. but did
she arrange her murder?”)
Hutchinson, Ken Newcastle History Tour
Mitchell, Wendy Someone I Used to Know (“A lucid, candid and gallant portrayal
of what the early stages of dementia feel like”)
North, Alex The Whisper Man (“A gripping thriller to give you chills this winter “)
Ross, L J   High Force  - see below
Sainsbury, Ian W The Picture on the Fridge (“the debut psychological thriller with
the twist of the year”)
Van Es, Bart The Cut Out Girl (“A Story of War and Family, Lost and Found”)
Wingate, Lisa Before We Were Yours (“A compelling, harrowing and utterly
redemptive novel that reveals a family torn apart by a shocking betrayal”)

BOOKS TO YOUR
DOORSTEP

A DCI Ryan
thriller - a
notorious serial
killer has
escaped prison
and kidnapped
one of his best
detectives.

Set just after WWII in a
refugee camp in Germany.
Klara and Alicja Janowska are
survivors of the horrors of war
and find themselves living in a
Displaced Persons Camp.
Klara recognises a man from
her past, posing as a refugee
to hide his true identity. They
are now in grave danger.

“Meet the
neighbours
you’ll love to
hate -
‘guaranteed to
have you
vibrating with
fury … a
carefully crafted
psychological
thriller’”


